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Who dat little guy? ...
No, it’s NOT me
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Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is to promote and
further the technology of electric powered R/C aeromodeling; encourage
competition in Electric Soaring, Pylon Racing, FAI‑F5B/D, Scale, Old
Timer, and Pattern Electric categories by hosting major Industry-sponsored
events and sanctioning “Fun‑Fly” types of contests; provide forums for the
exchange of technical information, instruction and experience; and partici‑
pate in demonstrations of electric propulsion in area-wide model aviation
events.

Fellow club members,
MWE Spring Fling2008 is almost here and the excitement is building
up! If I have not mentioned it before this year happens to be the 10th
anniversary of the event. As I read the first MWE report by Steve
Belknap on the March issue of the 1998 Peak Charge I felt the pain
that Bob Davenport must have felt when he was “elected” to organize
the show. According to the article he happened to suggest the Summer
before that the club should have this type of event. Guess what
happens when you suggest something, you get to do it. Enough with the
depressing stuff, back to the good news. Realizing the opportunity of
celebrating the 10th anniversary got me thinking what can we do about
it. Well the answer to that has materialized as having our event t-shirts
imprinted with a commemorative logo. In addition to the t-shirts we will
also have ball caps with the logo/wording embroidered on the front. But
wait, there is more good news! The board has authorized the purchase
of enough ball caps so that they will be given free to all registered pilots
and club volunteers that come out to help with the event. You will
also earn a one day pilot pass if you volunteer for four hours or more.
Speaking of volunteers, yes I am talking (or writing) to you., we still
need more of you. If you intend on helping out please let us know so
that we can plan our assignments of people to the various tasks. The
volunteer list is posted on the web (http://www.sefsd.org/mwe.htm), take
a look at it and then let me know by phone or e-mail which task and
shift you want to sign up for.
Stilianos Jackson, 619.429.9042, stelioj@cox.net
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The President’s Corner

EMAC

By David Fee
Welcome to the
April issue of
Peak Charge! As
I write this, many
of us are probably
in the throws of
last-minute tax
preparations. How
many of us are
planning to spend
those economic
stimulus package
tax rebates on
hobby goods?
Maybe now is the
time to get that
charger for lithium
cells, or perhaps a
2.4 GHz radio system. If you’re anything like me, however,
you already have several kits or other projects lined up and all
you really need is a kick in the pants to get you motivated to
get something built!

Last month I mentioned a proposal to clean up and level the
runway surface. Ray Fulks has spoken with the appropriate
parties at the city and the initial reports seem positive. We
will report further details as they come in. In the mean time,
please continue to help keep the field and runway FOD-free.
Additionally, the new material for the flightline fence has
arrived and it will likely be in place by the time you read this.
Chuck Grim is the one we have to thank for this, so please give
him a hand if he asks you to help with the fence or the runway.
Of course, you are welcome to give him applause but what I’m
really asking is for you to lend a hand if he asks for help! (The
jokes don’t get any better, trust me!)
Well, with that I will wish you all a happy month, with clear
skies and calm winds.
See you at the field!
-David Fee

continued
from last month

Speaking of motivation, we’ve got several fun events coming
up in the next several months. The MWE Spring Fling is
coming up, May 16-18. Fun flies like this are always a good
excuse to get that project finished up. We’re also planning a

reincarnation of Jet Day at the Bay, so now is a great time to
get working on an EDF or prop-jet model! The Jet Day will be
held in the summer (dates TBD), so the weather will be great
and it will be a load of fun! There’s also the Float Fly, which
will be coming in the fall. In addition to these fun events,
we’ve also got the regularly scheduled electroglide (Saturday
following the general meeting) and the challenging EMAC
events. Of course, just about every day is a great flying day
this time of year and that means there’s no reason to stay away
from the field!
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Minutes of the March 2008 SEFSD Members Meeting
By Steve Manganelli (Subbing for Jeff Keesaman)
President David Fee called the meeting to order at 7:05
P.M. March 25th, with 26 members present.

Old Business .

Mike Degroots proposal for some slight grading of the
field to improve drainage and flatten it was discussed at
March’s BOD meeting. The BOD voted to go forward
with seeking permission from the City Parks and Recre‑
ation Department. Ray Fulks initiated contact but has not
received a response to date.

MWE Planning.

Stelio Jackson reports continued progress as the day
approaches : May 16, 17 and 18 are the days with Thurs‑
day the 15th as setup day. Signup sheets for various tasks
were again out for volunteers. Sponsors and vendor
spaces are filling up but there is still room for both if you
are a vendor or know someone who is. If you missed
Marches’ meeting and can give up a few hours on any of
those days, the Club would be indebted to you. This is the
kind of stuff that keeps SEFSD on the map. E-mail Stelio
at Stelioj@cox.net .
Tim Attaway updated us on the Cactus Park Lipo ban
situation which as of this writing was still in effect with
preparation of counter measures being led by Weed‑
Wacker President Glen Merritt.
Chuck Grim reports the new runway fence material will
be here next Monday (that’s March 31st by my calendar)
which should be up and in place by the time this issue
hits print ; Thanks Chuck!
New Business :
Bill Fee thanked Stelio Jackson for driving to Oceanside
to help him with Adobe Distiller so the newsletter could
be reduced to suitable size for web posting. As a result,
last June’s through Marches’ issues of Peak Charge can
now be on the Web; thanks Stelio!
Tim Attaway in his new position as AMA AVP brought
up an interesting spin on the AMAs new park flyer
program : City of Coronado Officials having observed
R/C pilots flying small models in the Tidelands Park
(adjoining the Coronado Bridge) actually sought out the
AMA to sanction and develop a Park Flyer program!
Tim was in the enviable position of being able to satisfy
the safety and insurance concerns of a group of that was
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almost “pre-sold”. What remains now is for this group
that likes to fly in Coronado to band together to form an
AMA sanctioned club to claim their field; what a deal.
If anyone reading this has any interest in flying models
meeting the park flyer criteria (less than 2#s and slower
than 60 mph) in Coronado, suggest they get in touch
with Tim Attaway (trattaway@cox.net) so you all can
be linked up! Further discussion this subject suggested a
Park Flyer Program brochure be created or obtained from
AMA to be handed out to any presumably uninsured park
flyer seen flying in a park. It was suggested that these
brochures be supplied to Park Rangers for the same pur‑
pose. Perhaps more municipalities can be convinced to
recognize and sanction our activities instead of the easier
method of just ejecting us and posting “No R/C Flying
Allowed” signs!

Raffle.

Doug Rubin served up movie tickets, Helicopter rotor
blades (thanks Doug) Helicopter Magazines, a Speed
Control and more.

Show and Tell.

There was no show and tell at this Month’s meeting.

Program.

Bob Boucher of Astro Flight was unable to make the
meeting, however our own Wayne Walker pitched in
and gave a thoroughly entertaining and beyond-thenews informative presentation of his year plus long stay
on Al-Assad airbase in Iraq. Wayne recounted his self
induced R/C helicopter training for recreation plus his
R/C and full scale sailplane European vacation to spice
up his Defense
related aviation
exploits. One
thing we learned
is that civilians
do not leave the
base! Thanks
for a good show,
Wayne!
Meeting was
adjourned at
approximately
8:55 P.M.
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